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Beautiful Carling Mill Valley 
featuring at the start, middle and end of the 100. 

 
 
 

I fancied trying to do my first 100 mile race this year. However, thinking about this in January was too late 
for most of the UK events such as the South Downs Way; The Apocalypse 100 did have entries available 
though, the only thing was that this was a hilly course. By March I’d increased my weekly mileage and was 
seriously considering entering. I waited until I’d completed a few other events and eventually entered in 
April. I did no actually rece of the course, instead relied on the organiser’s information, and knowledge 
gained by plotting out the route on to some 1:25000 snippets which took a fair old while for this race. I also 
took a look through the organiser’s videos of the all significant points around the course – mind numbing. 
 
Now at the start, outside the NT building in Carding Mill valley. All competitors for the 100 and 50 mile race 
start at the same time and the first 50 miles is the same for both, ending back at race HQ. The weather is 
mild with the possibility it’ll be cooler on the tops so I opt for a long sleeve top and pop gloves on. 
Registration has been smooth and relaxed and the supplied waxed A3 maps (50,000) is well marked up. 
The organiser, Richard Weremiuk, stands on a picnic table and uses a loud speaker to brief the participants 
and add a few anecdotes. Only a few familiar faces – Carmine De Grandis who I was grouped with in The 
Fellsman, Andy Robinson – Runfurther main organiser. Also Charlie Sharpe [only in the 50 this year] who 
wished me a happy new year (!).  
 
At 9am off we all trot – I’m ahead of Charlie for 100m (savour the moment) then he moves ahead, after 5 
mins he is almost out of site and it’s over 10 hours later before I next see him – completely relaxed at HQ 
having ‘Smashed it’ with an 8:01 in the 50 miler. Up the valley and across the tops to CP1 at Pole Bank 
summit and a short double back to descend to Medicott and West to Nind and CP2. A smiling Carmine [50 
miler] gives a smile and high 5 as we cross on the double back – he’s ahead.  
 
Time to settle down. I’ve opted to follow the written route instructions and only resort to the supplied map or 
my 25000 snippets if desperate. With others around too this is fine, especially Andy who I now find myself 



with, as he has 25000 of the whole route. Tracks and road make for a quick pace and early on I found 
myself having to work to stay with Andy even though I think I’m going well. At CP2, bright red gazebo, 
refreshments are available. I participate of a few bits plus some malt loaf and top up water bottles. I know 
that to complete the 100 I’m going to have to keep the fuel intake high rather than relying on just ‘sweets’ 
and gels.  
 
We are now on the ‘Conquest’ loop. This takes us on a steep climb to the summit of Corndon Hill. My 
calves begin to sing. A self-clip and then a steep descent where my quads begin to sing. We overtake a 
chap who is much slower on the steep grass – good job it is dry. A more gentle path takes us to CP4 and 
then through the valley back over a wooden bridge back to CP2 which is now CP5 and the red gazebo. 
Andy is quick through again – only drinking, no food for him, and leaves ahead so I get going quickly 
stuffed with more malt loaf, through the woods and gradually up towards Stiperstones round Nipstone 
Rock. 
 
On reflection this was my favourite part of the route, on the tops, gentle moorland paths, and great views. 
Not quite the same feeling when we gingerly go round the rocky outcrops picking our way over the tricky 
stones/rocks that make up the path in this area. Eventually the ground smooths out and normal jogging 
resumes. We go slightly wrong before the upper and lower Vessons Farms but soon back on track and 
heading to the Pulverbatches then a little road to Longden Common and CP6 in grounds of the Red Lion. 
Quite a spread here with another gazebo – housing food, and a separate table for drinks.  
 

  It was sunny on day 1! 

 
On arrival at each manned CP our wrist bands are scanned with a phone (must have an app on it) so our 
name can be auto registered. The intermediate unmanned CPs (e.g. on hill tops) are self-clips. I am now 
used to Andy’s minimalistic stops at these CPs, luckily he knew someone and chatted a little.  I gobbled 
some food and carried a bit along as we set off again on “The Famine” loop. 
 
A fair bit of road running (jogging) boosted the average speed through CP7 and 8 and round the forest to 
begin the climb of Earl’s Hill. Whoosh! After so much road and distance my climbing legs were not ready for 
this and Andy moved ahead with no letting up. A great view (probably) was not enjoyed as the self-clip was 
quickly done and descent much quicker than my quads wanted to catch Andy as we went into the woods. 
We travelled the 3.5 miles back to the Red Lion together at CP10 (was CP6), with Andy arriving the 
stronger. I got a mini sit down, sucked on some orange, had another mouthful of food, topped up with water 
and off again. 
 
Past Wilderley Hall then Wilderley Hill to CP11 at roadside. On to the Parkway to take us in a gradual climb 
up to Long Mynd. Once at the top I relaxed a little and allowed Andy to open a gap which I made no 
attempt to close. For me I was pleased to reach HQ, end of the first 50, in around 10:20 – much quicker 
than I had anticipated. Richard, outside, clocked me in on his phone. Indoors Carmine and Charlie were 
relaxing having finished the 50 sometime earlier. Charlie had won it. 
 
Before the race I thought about a hot pasty at the half way point and maybe taking another with me to eat 
later. Now at this point my appetite was not so strong. I had a small amount of the salad cocktail, cold rice 
pudding and a few nibbles. Meanwhile Andy modified his kit and was soon gone. The last I saw of him. I 
called at my nearby car to replace my maps with those for the second half of the race and put on a short 
sleeve top under my long sleeve top. My stop had taken about 15 mins, it was around 7:30pm and the 
breeze was dropping to leave a fine evening.  
 
I jogged down the valley feeling quite content and relaxed; no pressure to keep up with Andy. Through 
Church Stretton and back onto tracks and the quiet of the countryside. I take off my long sleever as I’m now 



too warm. A runner overtakes me near Willstone – he was ahead after the 50 and took an extended break 
before cracking on again. It seems everyone is much quicker than me when it comes to actually running, 
especially on the road. Thankfully for me this race is not about position, only about a reasonable time – in 
fact I was unsure whether I’d even make the cut off times given that last year there were only 12 finishers of 
the 100 and most of these took around 30+ hours (the limit being 33 hours). 
 
This was “The War” loop. Through Cardington, Gretton and Plaish on the road. I had not anticipated so 
much road running and was most pleased to have opted for road shoes rather than heavier and less 
padded trail shoes. The Lanacane anti-chafe gel was working well in terms of keeping any blisters away 
although I could feel a slight rub on the sole of my left foot. Approaching Easthopewood after road became 
track I missed a turning to the left and carried on into the field. It was dusk and still a little light around. Not 
knowing I made a mistake I carried on, over a stile – seemed to fit the description – then exit through a gap 
in the hedge … head to (red brick) farm buildings. Phew, I could see the building ahead, so I carried on. 
When I got there I quietly went round the farm, to the left, then to the right, looked all round for Alpacas, 
couldn’t find any road or any uphill. I messed around confused for a while then headed North on a track to 
another building, then further investigation by a lake. Eventually 2 chaps came along – they had detoured 
because of cows – and together we got out to the road and up to CP13. It turned out I was at the wrong red 
brick farm building. 
 
A welcoming marshal lady phone scanned me and I topped up, had a nibble and was underway again 
along the disused railway embankment – Shropshire Way, in the dark of the night. Thankfully the yellow 
tape now shone in the torch light making turn offs etc. much easier to spot and to confirm. CP14 self-clip 
and then on to the publicised rapeseed fields. I knew to look out for a track through the field and thought I’d 
found it. However, nearing the other end I could see the glow stick under the tree and had to plough 
through the rapeseed – off track – to reach it. Once there I could not make sense of the instructions which 
said you will be opposite the large tree, turn left and follow the manmade track. Eventually I realised there 
was another glow stick in the middle of the field where the left turn was supposed to be made. That solved, 
it was down through the final rape seed field after which the two chaps behind came past quickly. 
 
Self-clip at Hughley was an easy spot then back round again to CP13 now CP16 where the lady stated she 
was getting worried about me – being out so long. Oh dear, I must be slowing too much. Anyway, another 
phone scan, top ups, then down the railway track in the other direction.  
 
We were lucky with the weather. After a warm day with a light breeze that breeze had now dropped and the 
evening was pleasant enough. Around midnight I was getting cold and now had on short sleeve top, long 
sleeve top and cag and beany and gloves and buff. Through woods and care with navigation. I needed 
some energy so had another gel. But my stomach couldn’t take it so I had a ‘being sick’ episode and a 
short sit down. I felt better, and carried on. Out of the woods at Lilywood. Rather than go down I must have 
gone up, eventually ending up at Wetmore Farm – although at the time in the pitch black with no obvious 
landmarks I was a little lost. So I had to recover along the road past Middlehope to get back into Wolverton 
Wood. This took me to CP17 where I was greeted, still dark, with “Welcome to Death”. 
 
I sat down, had a cup of tea and a choc biscuit. A marshal checked my head temperature (!) Off I went 
down through the muddiest part of the course through Stretton Wood (I missed the drier path to the right), 
past the wide ford and to CP18 – except it wasn’t there. The instructions said get the CP then go through 
the gate and over the bridge. After another two chaps joined me we gave up and continued on – only to find 
the CP was just over the bridge. I liked the jog around to Halford and then Craven, but did not expect the 
climb up and up to CP19 self-clip. After this Norton and Bache passed at a steady pace and I even 
overtook a chap – only because he was crocked with quad ache and blisters on both feet. Seifton self-clip 
and care over the style which was part in hedge and nettles.  
 
I was starting to clock watch now and wondered how long it was going to take to finish the loop and then 
estimate how long to finish full stop. No thoughts of stopping early. Back at CP17 which was now CP21 and 
my penultimate bracelet phone scan. Another tea and another biscuit, but feeling more comfortable with 
cag, hat and gloves all removed. Mentally leaving this CP was what I had been looking forward to for most 
of the race and even before it as it signalled the last leg and now most likely I would finish. 
 
So back down through Stretton woods, this time taking the dry line to the right of the mud, missing out 
CP18 and heading for Long Mynd via Woolston. The climb started early. Without knowing what to expect 
exactly I was fearing that the long climb to Woolston was going to be followed by a descent and then a 



harder climb to the Mynd top. My left sole was now asking for attention so I stopped and applied a blister 
plaster. It helped a little. This was the only area I had not applied the anti-chaff gel; - next time. 
 
Up through the forest round the Knolls, past the glider station – pleasant but slow going for me, trying to jog 
on the soft short grass. I stayed on the verge along the tarmac before turning off to Pole Bank. Nearly there 
now.  The final self-clip – more than 24 hours earlier this had been everyone’s first. Down the valley, my 
quads demanding that I go slowly here, using hands where possible to relieve the bending and taking the 
strain. There it is the finish. Right on cue Richard the organiser comes out and gives me the final bracelet 
phone scan to record my finish time. Yes! 100 miles in the bag.  
 
I have a tea and some rice pud. One of the two medics for the race cleans up a barbed wire cut on my knee 
– during which I have to go outside where I just avoid being sick again. Once back in he encourages me – 
almost demands – that I drink a full bottle of electrolyte drink (600ml). So I do. I happily plod the short 
distance back to my car and have a well-earned sleep – which comes almost instantly. 
 
I later find out that Andy who I was with in the first half completed in just over 24h – excellent. How he did it 
on seemingly no CP food and only drinking at CPs I don’t know. Well done to him. 
 

   The final 100m to the finish at the NT café 

  Grant Wilson finishing in 31:32 

 



  Organiser Richard Weremiuk 
 

 
Wendy Weremiuk, Phil Rhodes and Neil Clarke who manned HQ with both refreshments, encouragements and praise and hugs! 

 
 
 
Nigel Aston 
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